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Queen of
Spades:

Maggie Wilson 
rules the deck



Falling in love was never this easy



In the Philippines we conduct business with pleasure 

and we take our pleasures seriously.

Whether you are in communion with nature, taking advantage

of our dynamic urban lifestyle or you’ve come for business,

every moment is filled with delightful surprises.

You won’t be able to help falling in love with our country, 

or maybe with each other, as you enjoy postcard-perfect natural

wonders, exquisite cuisine and culture, arts and history.

To fully enjoy your experience in the Philippines, go to www.pagcor.ph for information on our clubs, hotels and casinos.  

The Philippines.....beyond your expectations.

PAGCOR CLUBS

PAN PACIFIC MANILA: 2nd & 3rd Floors.,Pan Pacific Hotel, M. Adriatico cor. Gen. Malvar St., Malate, Manila Tel.: (632) 404-2502 • NETWORLD HOTEL: Basement level, Networld Hotel, Roxas Blvd.
cor. Perla St., Pasay City Tel.: (632) 404-2367 • APO VIEW HOTEL:The Apo View Hotel, J. Camus St., Davao City Tel.: (6382) 225- 4074 • VENEZIA: Subic Freeport Zone, Subic, Olongapo City Tel.: (6347)
252-9385 • CAVITE: Cavite Coliseum, Km. 17, E. Aguinaldo Highway, Bacoor, Cavite Tel.: (6346) 471-4685 / (6346) 471-4035 • RAJAH PARK HOTEL: Rajah Park Hotel, Fuente Osmeña St., Cebu City Tel:
(6332) 255-8242 •ATRIUM: 15th Floor, The Atrium Hotel, Sen. Gil Puyat Ave. (former Buendia Ave.), Pasay City Tel.: (632) 552-0226 • SOFITEL PHILIPPINE PLAZA HOTEL: Ground & Basement Levels,
Sofitel Hotel, CCP Complex, Pasay City Tel.: (632) 832-9171 • AMBASSADOR: Mezzanine Level, The Ambassador Hotel, #2021, A. Mabini St., Malate, Manila Tel.: (632) 524-2826 • SAN PEDRO: 3/F, San
Pedro / Sogo Hotel, San Pedro Town Center, San Pedro, Laguna Tel.: (632) 868-6288• PREMIER: Pharaoh Hotel, Tetuan cor. Tomas Mapua St., Sta. Cruz, Manila Tel.: (632) 735-5134 / (632) 734-6033 • SAN
LAZARO: San Lazaro Leisure Park, Governor’s Drive, Bgy. Lantic, Carmona, Cavite Tel.: (6346) 843-5564 / (6346)844-8344 loc 204 • TROPICANA: 4166, G. P. Ramon Magsaysay Blvd., Sta. Mesa, Manila
Tel.: (632) 714-0966 • LAS PIÑAS: Ground Floor, Eurotel Bldg., Alabang-Zapote Road, Las Pinas City Tel.: (632) 801-3225 • GOLDEN NILE: Fields Ave, Balibago, Angeles City Tel.: (045) 8922031 loc
103/104 • UNIVERSAL: Ground floor, Universal Building, Rizal Avenue, Sta. Cruz, Manila Tel.: 733-9418 / 7341159 • MAJESTIC: 2nd Floor, Networld Hotel, Roxas Blvd. cor. Perla St.,Pasay City Tel.: (632)
536-5790 • ORIENTAL PARADISE SUITE: Roxas Spin Bldg., Roxas Blvd. cor. Derham St., Pasay City Tel.: (632) 8320371 to 74 loc. 205 to 206 / Direct Line: (632) 556-4340 • RONQUILLO: 561 2nd Flr.
Mezzanine,Gold City Square, Ronquillo Street, Sta. Cruz Manila, Tel.: (632) 736-5530 / (632) 733-0187 • MABINI: Citystate Hotel, Mabini Street, Ermita, Manila Tel.: (632) 522-3016 • LOURDES CENTER:
Lourdes C Building, Lacson Street, Bacolod City Tel.: (6334) 433-8732
* Calls to Manila using cellular and provincial landline phones: dial (02) + the telephone number of the Metro Manila casino branch you wish to reach. Calls to casino provincial branch using cellular and landline phones: dial the respective 
provincial area code of the provincial branch you wish to reach + the branch telephone number. If you are within the area of the casino branch you wish to reach, no need to dial their area code.

CORPORATE OFFICES
HYATT HOTEL & CASINO MANILA: 1588 M. H. del Pilar cor. Pedro Gil Sts., Malate, Manila. Trunkline  (632) 242-0121 
PAGCOR HOUSE: 1330 Roxas Blvd., Ermita, Manila 1000, Philippines Tel.: (632) 521-1542 • Fax: (632) 522-2969
IMUS COMPLEX: PAGCOR Village, Bayan Luma, Purok 6, Imus, Cavite Tel.: (6346) 471-5409 (632) 529-8625 to 27
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PEOPLE

Queen of Spades 
The young and spirited actress Maggie
Wilson knows how to play her cards right.
Already a force to be reckoned with in
Filipino television, she gears up for more.

Brillante in Cannes 
Brillante Mendoza won the coveted Best
Director award in Cannes 2009, but has little
following in his country.  

Shifting Shapes 
Architect Ed Calma talks about changing the
shape of things in the Philippines based on
sustainable and organic principles.

C is for Culture 
A look at 40 years of artistic integrity at the
Cultural Center of the Philippines, which is
more democratic and appeals to more
people now than when it was created.

Bound for Adventure 
After putting together the Filipino team that
climbed Mt. Everest, former politician Art
Valdez talks about his latest quest to
circumnavigate Southeast Asia in an ancient
native boat. 

MAIN FEATURES

True Nation Building
PAGCOR Chairman and Chief Executive
Efraim Genuino keeps Overseas Filipino
Workers  (OFWs)  and their relatives within
sight of each other. 

The Player 
Poker champion Neil Arce tells us why the
game is gaining momentum in the Philippines.

Not Just for Kicks 
Edward King, PAGCOR’s Vice President for
Corporate Communications, promotes
football as a way for underprivileged children
to learn valuable life skills.  

Extinction 
Nature is suffering in the astonishing Filipino
archipelago as elsewhere. Marc Nicdao
shows us the beauty that is being lost through
a photographic portfolio using models.

HIGH LIVING
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TRAVEL
Urban Delights 
Cebu City is attracting visitors and residents
with its sophisticated lifestyle, unique history
and tropical breezes. 

Indigenous Women
Photographer George Tapan uncovers the
feminine faces of different ethnic groups that
exist from Bontoc to Cotabato. 

East of Eden 
A dreamlike glimpse of Amanpulo, 
the 90-hectare private island where
Amanresorts has built a top resort.

I Went to Your Wedding
Columnist Jullie Y. Daza explains 
the extravagant customs of weddings 
in the Philippines.

The Farm 
On a lush coconut plantation in San Benito,
an award-winning spa and luxury resort is
ready to surprise all senses and deliver health.

Nights Out of the Box 
The nightlife of Manila is the subject of Paolo
Lorenzana’s musings on the need for change.  
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fall is approaching and it may be a good time for pondering. On our side
we looked at conservation and brought attention to some of the
archipelago’s most endangered species. We gave them human faces to

draw them closer to us in the continuous effort to make mankind realize the
beauty that it may be losing.

PAGCOR throws its weight behind initiatives to keep the beaches clean, and
its executives know that more can be done by all, including visitors, to preserve
the astonishing variety of the islands’ ecosystem. 

In this issue rising TV-star Maggie Wilson puts forward her femme fatale
appeal by playing poker against herself. The game is gathering an increasing
legion of fans in The Philippines and moving out from the home environment
and straight into PAGCOR’s central stage. Neil Arce, the champion of the Asian
Poker Tour Philippines 2009 talks about the cerebral appeal of the game – and
its glamour.

Being “green” is the mantra of the times for developers as well ecologists
and Ed Calma, one the Philippines’ most innovative architects, explains how to
shape spaces in accordance to nature.

Finally George Tapan uncovers the feminine faces of many ethnic groups
which live in the same country that offers us the busy nightlife of Manila or the
urban delights of Cebu. He has been photographing these groups of women for
three decades and we reproduce part of the stunning exhibition he held in May
2009 called Indigenous Women.

Pondering doesn’t have to lead to doom and we offer up a colorful number,
with enough humor, leisure, beautiful places and faces in it to show the diversity
and uniqueness of the Philippines once more.

Marco Venditti
Managing Editor
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George Tapan 
If there were a prize for covering the most inches in the
Philippines, George Tapan would probably get it. Call him
and he is bound to be in one of the thousands of islands of
the archipelago, capturing the beauty of nature or the
uniqueness of people. In this issue, we reproduce part of
an exhibition that he held in May this year, called
Indigenous Women of the Philippines.

Marc Nicdao
Give Marc Nicdao an assignment and he is all over it with a
mixture of charm and humor that doesn’t belie the fact that
he has total control over the studio. One of the all time
favorite lensmen for commercial and fashion shoots in the
Philippines, Marc also finds time to develop his artistic side
through exhibitions of his more personal work.

Juan Caguicla
Apart from a talented photographer, Juan Caguicla is also creative
director of UNO, one of the country's coolest magazines. Juggling

the deadlines of a publication with photography seems like a
daunting task, but Juan takes it in stride, letting his passion for his

work show in the photo shoot with Maggie Wilson where he
painstakingly reconstructs a film noir atmosphere using some bold

lighting. Check out more of his work at www.juan.ph

Isabel Roces
Top model Isabel Roces graced the cover of our second issue
and as an animal rights advocate for PETA she joins us again to
call attention to the plight of endangered species in the
Philippines. With countless covers and features to her name,
and having been voted the most beautiful woman in the
country more than once, Isabel approaches every photo shoot
with generosity and talent.

Paolo Lorenzana
Paolo Lorenzana likes to roam the nocturnal jungle, which he treads
with machete in one hand and a Cuba Libre in the other. His journey
through these savage lands and encounters with a hydra called hype

are what make up his weekly newspaper column, Hot Fuss Sundae. 
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For the first time a developing country will be the venue of one of
the world’s grandest events, the World Exposition.

The Expo, which will take
place in Shanghai from May 12 to
October 31, 2010 is themed “Bet-
ter City, Better Life” and will serve
as a marketplace of ideas where
participants can exchange experi-
ences on city development,
advancements in urban living,
new approaches to human habi-
tat, lifestyle, working conditions
and a sustainable society.

The Expo will occupy an area
of 5.28 square kilometers and
is expecting a crowd of 70 mil-
lion with 200 participants from

all over the world, including the Philippines. 
The Philippines’ Department of Tourism revealed that they

plan to put up the Philippine Pavilion, designed by Ed Calma (see
pages 44 to 49). It will showcase the unique and fascinating fea-
tures of Filipino culture, artistry, music as well as the design,

management and sustainability of Philippine communities. 
Meanwhile, the “Expo Axis”, one of the largest buildings to be

made for this purpose hopes to accommodate all expected visitors
who wish to experience the grandeur of China, while immersed in
the beauty of technological innovations that the 21st century
lifestyle will offer. (K.O.)

The latest. The newest. The best. The brightest.

Early this year, the Philippines made another mark in history when it
organized the largest march in the world against illegal drugs.

Adjudicators Lucia Sinigagliesi and Denise Anlander from the Guin-
ness World Records declared that the Batang Iwas Droga or BIDA (Kids
Against Drugs) Grand March has earned a worthy place in history after
close to a million marchers – comprised of students, parents, teachers
and scores of government employees – braved the scorching summer
heat to heed the call for a drug-free nation.

Organized by the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation
(PAGCOR), the BIDA Foundation in cooperation with the Dangerous
Drugs Board and the Philippine Department of Education, the Grand
BIDA March was a part of the massive anti-drugs campaigns undertak-
en by these organizations with the hope of educating more Filipino chil-
dren about the harmful and dangerous effects of substance abuse.

Currently, more than a million students from across the archipelago
signed up for the BIDA Kids Club, an organization that veers children’s
attention away from the lure of drug abuse, engaging them instead in
activities such as sports, arts and music. (K.O.)

A MARCH RECORDED IN HISTORY

HIGHLIGHTS

Destination: Shanghai 2010

TEXT: KRISTINA OMBAO (K.O.)/ANNA SOBREPEÑA (A.S.) 

© Jesus S. Casabar

A version of the proposed Philippine Pavillion by architect Ed Calma.
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HIGHLIGHTS/ENVIRONMENT

A tourism student from the University of the Philippines bagged
this year’s Miss PAGCOR title during the recent Ms. Philippines-
Earth beauty pageant. 

Twenty-one-year-old Adie Adelantar from the province of
Negros Occidental in southern Philippines believes that beauty
can be used as an important tool in promoting environmental
awareness concerns, as well as the Philippines’ tourism potential. 

“I am proud to represent PAGCOR and be part of its efforts to
bring out the best assets of the Philippines and its people,” says
Adelantar. 

As the new tourism ambassadress, Adelantar will help the
state-owned gaming firm to promote its various socio-civic
programs, particularly those that call for environmental
preservation and promotion of Filipino culture.

The Miss Earth-Philippines beauty contest, held annually to
search for the “most beautiful and environmental-friendly
woman” in the country is organized by Carousel Productions Inc.
PAGCOR is one of the major supporters since the inception of the
pageant in 2001. (K.O.)

Climate change, over-fishing and human activities are taking a
toll on one of the most diverse marine ecosystems in the
world, the Coral Triangle in the Indo-Pacific region.

Comprising the waters of Indonesia, Malaysia, Papua New
Guinea, Solomon Islands, Timor Leste and the Philippines, the
Coral Triangle is home to more than one-third of all the world’s
coral reefs and myriad life forms, including the endangered
whale shark, the world’s largest fish, and even coelacanths. 

But this vast sea treasure that sustains more than 120
million people may be wiped out by century’s end, according
to the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) if nations near the triangle
do not make conscious conservation efforts and reduce the
emissions of greenhouse gasses that are responsible for
global warming. 

Fortunately, after the WWF listed the Coral Triangle as one
of the top priorities for the conservation of marine life, lead-
ers of the countries within the Indo-Pacific region banded
together and signed a conservation plan called the Coral
Triangle Initiative to jointly save the world’s richest under-
water wilderness. 

Management programs will also be implemented in at least
20 percent of the Asia-Pacific region's coasts by 2015. (K.O.)

AMBASSADRESS
FOR NATURE

Hope for the Coral Triangle
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HIGHLIGHTS/ENTERTAINMENT
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GOING
WITH
THE
FLOW
Launched in March this year PAGCOR’s Flow is now 

reaching its 50th performance. 

Flow combines music, acrobatics as well as flamenco,

tango, ballet and Las Vegas-style showgirls in a stunning

extravaganza that portrays the birth of “Dance”. 

Industry experts and critics agree that it has upped the

ante in the Philippine entertainment industry. 

Close to 40,000 people have watched the show in the

1,200- seater PAGCOR Grand Theater.

“I am completely surprised at such a happy and upbeat

show. I truly enjoyed it more than most shows that we have

done,” says Mike Sharp of Stage Technology UK, which

works with Cirque Du Soleil and Dragone worldwide.

Inquiries and letters of invitation to perform in Bangkok,

Dubai and Qatar have been received for Flow and its sister

show Wanders, which has also toured different cities in the

country wowing audiences.

Both Flow and Wanders represent a paradigm shift for 

PAGCOR from gaming to entertainment and they also serve

to reveal local talent as well as to bring artists from all over

the world, including Cuba, Russia and China.

Tickets for Flow are available at www.ticketworld.com.ph



Pia y Damaso sprung from restaurateur Bambi Gobio-Sy’s fascination

with Jose Rizal’s opus, Noli Me Tangere. It is one of the few creative

concepts in a sea of mid-scale American chain, Filipino family-style

and Asian-themed restaurants. The characters in the novel written by

the Filipino national hero have inspired a menu of classical favorites

and innovations. Gobio-Sy recreated family recipes with variations

and invented dishes to engage both the taste buds and the mind. “I

wanted to give a dining experience that was stimulating gastronomi-

cally and a social intercourse as well.”

The cozy dining space, reminiscent of a turn-of-the-century salon, serves

a creative combination of flavors. Croque Monsieur uses chorizo and

manchego instead of ham and emmental. Her cheesecake has the sta-

ple from Spanish times queso de bola along with native santol fruit, prunes and figs. She combines local and exotic

ingredients like Davao tablea and sherry orange sauce with seafood or ostrich beef steak with guava butter.

“Pepay the Dancer” is her special halo-halo concoction, a dessert of beans with milk and ice. “Ode to Heidelberg” is a

take on her mom’s favorite German dish of smoked knuckle with sausages and potatoes. “It’s my tribute to her and to

the place where Jose Rizal finished writing Noli me Tangere.” (A.S.)

PIA Y
DAMASO:
inspired menus
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HIGHLIGHTS

Contemporary art in the Philippines has an address in Pasay City. The

gallery established by Silvana Ancellotti-Diaz has had different locations.

The latest one on Loring Street is built within a residential compound. A

narrow street leads to number 210 and the gate opens up to the building

constructed primarily to promote and nurture Philippine art.

After Silvana Diaz settled in Manila more than three decades ago,

she opened Galleria Duemila. The name came from her native Italy

which literally means the date 2000 or the 21st century. Her vision was

to bring contemporary modern art to the Philippine market. 

That was on December 5, 1975. Almost thirty four

years after, it is a venue to promote greater apprecia-

tion for the finest Filipino and currently established

artists. It also supports various forms of art which are

not yet considered collectors’ pieces, but have the

potential of greater long term impact. 

The exhibition space is a flexible area where artists occasionally

meet and share ideas. Here, too, dialogue between artists and the pub-

lic happen for a better understanding of the artist’s new vision. There is

140 square meters of exhibition space. Outside of that designated

space are two large storage areas for almost 3,000 artworks. The

gallery is subdivided into two main rooms to accommodate different

events from exhibitions, installations and films. 

Duemila has been on the forefront of creating documentation for

their exhibited artworks. These become historical markers of the

provenance of the works and its authenticity. Professional manage-

ment has become the basis for a long term relationship with artists

and clients. (A.S.)

Galleria Duemila
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Born in Tehran, Filipino-American Brian
Tenorio of award winning print and design
fame is currently based in New York , run-
ning his various companies while doing
graduate research in Design Management
at Pratt Institute. He is an innovative entre-
preneur, leader and teacher who has ven-
tured into areas such as accessories and
shoe design (his label was included in the
2008 book 50 Must Buys in Manila). As a
multi-disciplinary creative, Tenorio is
launching a new line of sustainably-made
caskets, Lux Mortem, and two designer col-
oring books in 2009. Tenorio holds degrees
from the Ateneo de Manila University and
the Managing the Arts Program of the
Asian Institute of Management. Asked
which market he most desires to reach, he
replies: "The relevant market, the more
cerebral buyer, and those who need more
than want things. This new dimension in
me — how I define my target markets and
readership — comes at a time when I have
this renewed understanding of global cul-
ture, relationships between states and
regions, and the individual’s desire to be
more meaningful and differentiated. Last
year, it was the ‘me’ generation that was en
vogue. Now, I feel that it should be ‘the
other’ that is seen as the object of
design."(A.S.)

BRIAN
TENORIO:
CEREBRAL
ACCESSORIES

Tenorio with the Onyx Encounter

Shoe and the Day and Night Ring

(both accessories have solid slabs

of onyx as design details).

LEFT: The Eight-Leather Monster:

Fish scales, patent cow hide,

ostrich leather, sheepskin, metallic

leather, belly of lizard, kidskin, 

and juvenile calf leather make up

the Eight-Leather Monster.
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NOVEMBER

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

DALOY: 40 YEARS
CCP TIMELINE EXHIBIT 
This spoken word series featuring new works in poetry, short
story, essay and the novel intersects with music, theater,
dance, film and visual arts festivals. Writers perform these
pieces through drawing, dancing and multi-media in “found”
spaces at the CCP.

Main Gallery, CCP

1-16

IBALONG FESTIVAL 
Revisit the rich cultural past of Legazpi City in Albay by reliving the
epic story of Ibalong. Witness costume-clad carousers parade in the
streets, imitating the heroes and villains in the classic battle that
made its way into the history of Bicol. 
While in Legazpi, don’t miss the sight of the majestic Mayon Volcano
and take time to explore the city streets to discover Bicol’s sizzling
hot dishes, its sweet pili delicacies and fine handicrafts made from
abaca fiber.

Legazpi City, Albay

THE BEST OF SOUTHERN MINDANAO
GOES TO INTRAMUROS
Southern Mindanao will showcase the best of its music, dance, fiestas, culinary delights, street
parties, arts and crafts right inside the walled city of Intramuros in Manila. It aims to give people a
glimpse of the rich tradition, tourist destinations and trade opportunities that are on offer in
Southern Philippines. 

Intramuros, Manila

8 till October 31

2nd week
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16-19

19

5-25

MASSKARA
FESTIVAL 
Literally meaning “mask,” Bacolod City’s
MassKara Festival is marked by a carnival-
like parade where merrymakers wear
intricately designed masks as they dance in
the streets to the rhythm of upbeat music. 
Proud of their rich cultural past, the “City of
Smiles” marks this festivity with food fairs,
band competitions, street parties, beauty
and talent contests and unrivaled fun.

Bacolod City

LANZONES FESTIVAL
This festival is a celebration of a bountiful
harvest of the lanzones fruit, the major
livelihood source in the island-province of
Camiguin in Mindanao. 
Clad in ethnic costumes, celebrants
parade the streets and decorate their
houses with fruits and leaves of lanzones
in commemoration of the legend that tells
of a beautiful maiden who took the former
bitter flavor from the fruit to leave only its
luscious, sweet taste.

Camiguin

ANGONO 
ARTS FESTIVAL 
Recognized as the home of various national artists
and musicians, Angono’s festival is designed to
promote Philippine arts and culture as vital
attraction for local and foreign tourists. A wide array
of native crafts will be put on show to encourage
appreciation of Filipino creativity and ingenuity.

Angono, Rizal

16 -17
CECILLE LICAD AND
ALBAN GERHARDT
IN CONCERT 
Travel back in time as world-renowned Filipina
pianist Cecile Licad and young German cellist Alban
Gerhardt offer you an evening of classical wonder
through the music of Beethoven, Janacek and
Prokofiev. Oscar C. Yatco of the Philippine
Philharmonic Orchestra will conduct.

8:00 P.M. Tanghalang Nicanor
Abelardo (CCP Main Theater)
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FEAST OF
NUESTRA
SEÑORA DE
PEÑAFRANCIA
Be a part of a festive celebration in Naga City
as locals pay homage to Our Lady of
Peñafrancia, the most revered patroness in the
Bicol Region. A fluvial parade down the Bicol
River will be the highlight of week-long
merriment that includes cultural shows, beauty
pageants, sports festivals, exhibits, plus other
activities that highlight the region’s individuality
and flair.

Naga City, Camarines Sur

21-23
ASIAN ETHNIC
FOOD FEST 
Indulge your taste buds in a wide variety of
Asian flavors as the Center for
International Trade and Exposition Mission
holds a food fest that features the best
cuisine from across Asia. 

World Trade Center, Manila
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Efraim C. Genuino, Chairman and Chief Executive of the
Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation (PAGCOR)
understands the importance of family, even the very extended
one of 12,000 people that he works with every day.

The awareness that so many of his countrymen live abroad
as OFWs led him to conceive a project that would help bridge
the distance between them and their relatives back home.

“While Filipinos, most of them fathers and mothers, leave
the country en masse in search of better jobs millions of fam-
ilies are left without their foundations,” he noted during the
launch of the Abot Tanaw project.

Abot Tanaw, which means “Within Sight”, provides free
international calls to OFWs and their families through hubs
that will soon be opening in malls and other convenient loca-
tions in the Philippines and other countries worldwide.

It uses the latest in telephony and video teleconferencing
equipment allowing fast, clear and real-time communication.
This eliminates the need to invest in expensive mobile phone
and internet subscriptions.

The project is managed by a local company called the Abot
Tanaw Corporation, under the management of Cebu-based
businessman Kim Go. It is supported by major companies such
as SM Investments and the Philippine Long Distance Tele-
phone (PLDT) Company, which provided the venues for the
hubs and the video conferencing technology, respectively.

Meanwhile, the Department of Foreign Affairs and the
Department of Labor and Employment were also tapped to
assist in getting in touch with the OFWs and their families.

Abot Tanaw provides free services through the sponsor-
ship of benefactors that share the program’s objective. It is a

way of showing gratitude to the OFWs, whose remittances in
2008 amounted to 16.4 billion pesos. They remain the most
dependable source of foreign exchange for the economy.

However, while its economic benefits are unquestionable,
many are worried about the rising social costs that result from
the migration of Filipino workers. 

“Today, a majority of people filing for annulment or legal
separation in the Philippines are either OFWs or their spouses,”
Genuino reported.

In a nation that prides itself on strong family ties, this
problem was practically unheard of two decades ago. “Com-
munication is the key to keeping families together. Through
the help of technology, people can see and talk to each other
as if they were face to face,” Genuino added.

Abot Tanaw’s first service hub established overseas is
located in Hong Kong, right above the Philippine Consulate,
and families in the Philippines can take advantage of the same
service at the SM Mall of Asia and SM North EDSA. Other
service hubs will soon open in SM Pampanga, SM Cebu, SM
Davao, and SM Iloilo, to cater other regions of the country.

While it may instantly be surmised that the Abot Tanaw
is just one of the usual socio-civic projects being undertaken
by PAGCOR, surprisingly it was conceptualized and developed
outside Genuino’s role as the Chairman of the state-run
gaming firm.

Referring to the foundation of a good society and even of civ-
ilization itself, George Bernard Shaw once wrote: “Perhaps the
greatest social service that can be rendered by anybody to [his]
country and to mankind is to bring up a family.” In this instance,
Genuino and the Irish playwright are in complete agreement. �

True Nation
Building

CLOSE TIES ARE ESSENTIAL FOR FAMILIES TO BE HAPPY AND
SUCCESSFUL. PAGCOR CHIEF EXECUTIVE EFRAIM GENUINO KEEPS 

OVERSEAS FILIPINO WORKERS (OFWS)  AND THEIR RELATIVES
“WITHIN SIGHT” OF EACH OTHER.

TEXT: MARY ANNE CONDE PHOTO: MARCO VENDITTI





“No two hands you’re dealt are ever the same. No two people
are alike,” says Neil Arce, explaining why poker is his game. “I
like the challenge,” he concludes with a lopsided smile.

At 26, Arce won the top prize at the Asian Poker Tour (APT)
Philippines this year. He beat 262 other contestants repre-
senting 40 countries, to the delight of the local crowd.

Arce is a sign of the changing landscape of gaming in
Asia. Traditionally, baccarat has been the preferred game in
the continent. But televised events have been attracting a
faithful crowd to poker. This is how Arce and some of his
friends got hooked.

“I was into baccarat before, then I began watching poker on
TV,” says Arce. “I started playing with friends at home and went
on to play in the casino. I like this game: you see your cards
before you bet.” 

Because of the rising profile of players likes Arce, PAGCOR
supports the growing popularity of poker in the Philippines
inside and outside its casinos. “We gave licenses to 26 private
operators over the last few years and we’re planning to expand
the scope of the operation as we clearly see the synergy
between poker and pure games of chance,” says Rafael Butch
Francisco, PAGCOR’s President and COO. 

THE PLAYER
With a glamour of its own, poker is gaining more
fans in Asia through televised events. At only 26,
Philippine poker champion Neil Arce likes a game
that requires a keen eye and nerves of steel.

Arce himself is one of the beneficiaries of this policy. After
having played in more than ten international tournaments in
Asia, Australia and the U.S., he opened the Metro Card Club
(MCC),with partner Nick Galan. One of the biggest card rooms
in Asia, MCC is able to hold over 300 players and is the most
successful of the 18 card rooms in Manila.

Though poker doesn’t bring as much money for the house
as other games or even slot machines, it does bring attention
and a certain glamour particular to the great players of the
game. Daniel Negreanu, Jeffrey Lisandro or Annie Duke have
become very familiar names to aficionados while real Holly-
wood stars like Ben Affleck and Matt Damon have joined the
ranks of eager amateurs.

“In the U.S. poker players, whether famous or not, have
no problem playing in a casino, whereas in the Philippines we
still face a certain resistance,” says Francisco. “Our job has
been to move the game out from private homes and into the
main casino areas or into private entertainment complexes.”

With the mixture of psychology and excitement as well
as the high stakes that the game offers, it’s only a matter of
time until more Asian stars reach the firmament in poker
tournaments.

Led by Arce himself, the Filipino Poker Tour held between
July 31 and August 3 this year was televised from MCC and
ended up awarding a 2 million peso jackpot.

Even if you can’t aspire to these figures, poker is still fun to
play at any level. “I am a good-bad player,” says Francisco, who
admits that he normally folds on a bad hand and has no idea
how to bluff. “Somehow, though, I always manage to come out
on top. It must be pure luck,” he adds. �

TEXT: CARMEN MOURA PHOTO: IGOR MAMINTA AND JOHN TACA 
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THOUGH BASKETBALL IS THE NATIONAL GAME OF THE PHILIPPINES,
FOOTBALL IS GIVING HOMELESS AND ABANDONED KIDS SOMETHING

TO DREAM ABOUT. EDWARD KING, PAGCOR’S VICE PRESIDENT FOR
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS PUTS FORWARD HIS CASE FOR 

“THE WORLD’S MOST BEAUTIFUL GAME.”

Not Just
for Kicks

PHOTOS: MARCO VENDITTI 

Football was once a popular sport in the Philippines, what
happened along the way?
When the Philippines was handed over to the USA at the turn of the

last century, basketball became the sport of reference over here -- 

I guess the American soldiers were looking for an easy win (laughs).

Nevertheless, football remained popular until the early 70s when finally

some of the largest national corporations redirected their sponsorship

somewhere else.

How do you hope to bring back the passion for football then? 
It’s a matter of involving the new generations. Filipinos can be many

things, but we are certainly not among the tallest people in the

world, something I am afraid is essential to be competitive in

basketball. Our physical and mental characteristics, though, adapt

very well to football and as the youngsters gradually rediscover this

sport, I can see the tide beginning to turn. It’s only a matter of time

really, since football is gaining momentum all over Asia and it is now

visible on cable TV. All we need to do is to convince Filipino parents

to bring their kids to a football field and then I’m sure the sport will

do the rest.

Is lack of infrastructure an issue over here? 
It certainly is. But, if you look at the bright side of the story, there are

countless basketball courts scattered all over the country, from the

tiniest towns in the provinces to the backyards of Metro Manila. All of

them could have a dual function and provide a decent infrastructure to

play five-a-side football. In my opinion we need to bring this game back

to the grassroots in order to make it popular again. 

Once a member of the national football
team, Edward King has played on every field
in Manila, while helping build new ones from
scratch. A founder of the Philippine Football
Foundation, King knows that instilling a
passion for the game in underprivileged
children is a way of changing their lives.

��
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How did your career in football start?
I was eight years old when I first started playing football, but it was

only at university when I took this sport seriously. I became a varsity

player for the University of the Philippines. We became champions in

the annual, inter-school competitions conducted by the University

Athletic Association of the Philippines (UAAP) – a first for the

university – and held that title for all of the four years that I was there.

Our team, as a football club, also became national champion. Nine

members of our team, including myself, were drafted to the national

team. Unfortunately, I only played for one season due to personal

circumstances. 

But your passion for football continued…
I am still part of the Blue Guards, an amateur football team that was

formed in 1965. It has always been my club for as long as it has

existed. In fact, I have already seen four different generations joining

our team. I like to refer to ourselves as a group of “have-beens and

never-will-bes” and consider the “third half” – the period after the

game when we share drinks and spread the camaraderie under the

acacia tree – as our most important activity. (laughs)

I also joined other football clubs such as the Chen Hwa Athletic Club

and the Nomads Football Team. Then in 1983, I founded the Philippine

�� Football Foundation with the idea of introducing football among

underprivileged children. 

Today, football is being played mostly in private schools — that shouldn’t

be. I believe that this sport should be promoted more among the

underprivileged and not among students who belong to rich families. 

The reason is this: players like us who study in private schools move on

to different careers and most will even give up football entirely. 

In contrast, underprivileged children can use this sport as a means of

getting high school and college scholarships. Even after college, they

can continue being football players. 

How do you see football helping underprivileged children?
Football is a valuable vehicle to keep children from engaging in bad

habits like drugs. As a team sport, it is always coupled with proper

discipline and you have to learn how to respect you teammates as

well as your opponents. When you watch underprivileged children

play football, it’s clear that they throw an extra effort into the game;

it’s almost a reflection of their urgency to succeed in life. I am sure

that many of them would be glad to start a professional career in

football, even if it doesn’t translate into bigger benefits here like

other popular sports might provide. 

How active is the Philippine Football Foundation? 
Apart from managing the Blue Guards, the foundation helps

different community works around Manila. Here in the capital for

instance, we have been supporting the Nayon ng Kabataan (The

Children’s Village) a project run by the department of social welfare.

Nearly 200 children, boys and girls, from all over the country now

live in this orphanage. These are children who have been neglected,

abandoned or physically abused by their parents. One of our

members, Jess Landagan, has been teaching football there since

2002 and his work is already showing results as six kids were chosen

to be part of the 2008 Homeless World Cup held in Melbourne.

What kind of help is provided at the Nayon ng Kabataan? 
Together with other NGOs, our foundation has helped build a football

field where once there was a pile or rocks. Every afternoon the

village’s children train with Jess and it’s a pleasure to see the

enthusiasm that they throw behind this game. I sincerely hope that

this will serve as an inspiration for similar projects and to raise

awareness around the country. 

Where does PAGCOR fit in the strategy of supporting football
and other sports in the Philippines? 
Five percent of our income goes directly to the Philippine Sports

Commission to finance the country’s sports development programs,

including football. But more than that, our Chairman and CEO

Efraim C. Genuino has developed the PAGCOR Sports Program to

further promote the development of sports Filipinos can excel in.

We assist in discovering new talents from the grassroots level but

focus mainly on the fields of sport that pits athletes on equal

standing, such as boxing, taekwondo, wushu, diving, billiards,

cycling, and of course, football. 

Is there a dream you haven’t fulfilled when it comes to football?
As a football fan I had the privilege to see the final round of the last

World Cup played in Germany. The enthusiasm I saw during those

days is hard to describe and I would love to see something like that

in the Philippines. �
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Paulino Alcantara was born in Iloilo City in 1896 to a Filipino
mother and Spanish father. He spent most of his career in
Spain playing for the Barcelona Football Club where he broke
a number a records, placing him at the forefront of the presti-
gious club’s all-time Hall of Fame. Not only was he the first
Filipino (or Asian) to play for a European club, but after near-
ly 100 years he still maintains the all-time record of 357 goals
in 357 matches in a club where Johan Cruyff, Armando
Maradona and Ronaldinho have played and where Leo Messi
is the most recent star.

But the list of records does not end there: Alcantara was
the youngest player at 15 to play or score for the club and he
was known for breaking through a net with one of his power-
ful right foot kicks during a game between Spain and France
in 1922. For that he was nicknamed "el rompe redes" (the net
breaker) and children in the Catalan capital dreamed of emu-
lating the legendary Filipino striker.

Small, wiry and sporting a white handkerchief that hung

THE NET
BREAKER

from his back pocket while he played, Alcantara quickly
became a media figure in Barcelona and launched a golden
era that saw players like Samitier, Zamora, Sagi and Piera,
among others, following in his footsteps. 

Alcantara became Spain’s national coach at the end of his
career, but he went back to the Philippines often to continue
his studies in medicine and to play for the Philippine national
team. He helped his country defeat Japan 15-2, which remains
the Philippines’ biggest international win in football. He
became a doctor at the age of 31. 

Alcantara’s career at that time seems nothing short of
extraordinary. If football in the Philippines needs an idol to
revamp the game, there is little doubt that Alcantara is the
man to aspire to. 

His shirt and boots still hang in Barcelona at the club’s
famous museum, and for anyone interested in knowing
more about his life’s achievements, Alcantara wrote his
autobiography in 1924 while playing for Barcelona. 

BREAKING RECORDS
AS WELL AS NETS,
PAULINO ALCANTARA
WENT THROUGH 
THE HISTORY OF
BARCELONA 
FOOTBALL CLUB LIKE 
A TORNADO. 
HE EPITOMIZES WHAT
FILIPINOS CAN STILL
ACHIEVE IN THE
WORLD’S MOST
POPULAR SPORT.

Courtesy of Barcelona Football Club
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“I have previous experience in dealing with problematic chil-
dren, as I have been working for 25 years at the department
at social welfare, but running this village is hardest thing I
have ever done,” says Evangelina Lawas, director of Nayon ng
Kabataan (The Children’s Village). 

With 200 boys and girls between seven and 17 years old,
the village is one of the largest orphanages in the Philippines.
Located on the outskirts of Manila’s business district, it gathers
kids from all over the country who have been abandoned, phys-
ically abused, or exploited as child labor. “Each one of them has
been through a traumatic life experience and our job is to slow-
ly reintroduce them into society,” says Lawas. “That means
sending them back to school, overseeing their physical and
mental condition and ultimately teaching them a profession.” 

Armed with little capital, but unlimited faith and energy,
Lawas and the other village volunteers — including psycholo-
gists, teachers and doctors — work 24/7 on what seems like an
impossible task. 

“They used to beat me all the time,” says Jay-R-Padua, one
the oldest kids in the village, as he talks about his parents.
“That’s all I remember.” Jay arrived at the village in 2002
when he was found wandering the streets of Manila as part
of a band of homeless children who sniffed glue. His dramatic

story, unfortunately, is not unique at the village: Jennifer, 15
years old, was found begging at a traffic light in Manila carry-
ing her seven-month-old niece in her arms, while Bryan
Orosco, whose age is unknown, survived on the streets by
scavenging for food. 

While education and health are at the center of the vil-
lage’s activities, sports are also an important aspect of their
formation and football has become particularly popular. “Since
Jess Landagan, a volunteer from the Philippine Football Foun-
dation started coaching football at the village, the sport has
turned into a real phenomenon over here,” says Lawan.
“Everybody takes part in the afternoon training, boys, girls
and even the special kids.” 

Not only has football become the village’s favorite activi-
ty, but Nayon ng Kabataan provided several players to repre-
sent the Philippine team in the Homeless World Cup (HWC)
held in Australia last year. “With the help of a professional
coach, the team ranked 37th out of 56,” says Lawas “and now
every single kid in the village is dreaming of hopping on a
plane to travel to another country.”

Football is providing a dream at Nayon ng Kabataan, and
for the kids of the village the possibility of kicking their way
out of poverty is suddenly becoming a reality. �

THE
CHILDREN’S

VILLAGE



Nature is suffering. Global
warming and man’s disregard
towards the environment are
increasing the pace of extinction.
While individuals, governments
and corporations have begun to
realize the extent of the damage
and are committed to reversing or
at least mitigating it, poverty,
ignorance and simple callousness
are still creating havoc in whole
ecosystems. Through human
faces that show that all life is
connected, here is some of the
endangered beauty in the
Philippine islands.
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CORAL REEFS
The Philippines is the proud possessor of a
stunning array of coral. Ranging from purple 
to red and going through astonishing shades 
of blue, coral here is under threat from natural
causes such as typhoons, and from man
through cyanide and dynamite fishing. When
dead, the coral becomes bleached and swathes
of sea floor have now become white graveyards.
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WALING
WALING
ORCHID
Known as the “queen
of Philippine orchids”,
the Waling Waling
grows on tree trunks
in the rainforests of
Mindanao and blooms
only once a year,
between July and
October. The plunder
of this beautiful
specimen has brought
it to near extinction. 



NET
FISHING
Large vessels pull
giant nets for miles,
indiscriminately
dragging everything in
their path. To make
things worse, illegal
fishing undermines
efforts to re-establish
the biological balance
of the sea,
endangering even
large predators.
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THE
PHILIPPINE
EAGLE
The world’s largest eagle 
is critically endangered.
Pollution and
deforestation have
dramatically decreased
the numbers of 
what is considered a
national symbol. 
Major conservation 
efforts to keep the
beautiful bird alive 
are now underway.
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THE 
SPOTTED
DEER
Endemic to the Philippines, the
Visayan Spotted Deer is thought
to have become endangered
through hunting and forest
clearances. It still exists
primarily in the rainforests of
Panay and Negros and some
have been held in captivity to
breed. It is now fully protected
under Philippine law.
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TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ENDANGERED

SPECIES IN THE PHILIPPINES

AND WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP, 
VISIT THESE WEBSITES:

WWF-Philippines

www.wwf.org.ph

Coral Cay Conservation

www.coralcay.org

Haribon Foundation 

www.haribon.org.ph

Protected Areas and 

Wildlife Bureau 

www.pawb.gov.ph



TAKING ON THE ROLE OF A YOUNG TEMPTRESS IN A FILM
NOIR, MAGGIE WILSON SHOWS SHE'S CAPABLE OF PLAYING
HER CARDS RIGHT. READY TO REIGN OVER FILIPINO 
TV SCREENS, SHE GEARS UP FOR MORE – AND MORE.

PHOTOS: JUAN CAGUICLA TEXT: PAOLO LORENZANA

QUEEN
OF

SP♠DES

PEOPLE



BLACK PANTSUIT BY CHARINA SARTE, 
ACCESSORIES BY CRU, STYLIST'S OWN FEDORA



NUDE SILK BLOUSE

WITH RHINESTONE AND

OSTRICH FEATHER

DETAILS BY CHARINA

SARTE, BRACELET BY

CRU, NECKLACE FROM

HOUSE OF LAUREL



“IT’S ALWAYS FUN TO PLAY THE ANTAGONIST. 
I ALWAYS SAY ‘BAD GIRLS HAVE MORE FUN’ AND 

AT LEAST I DON’T HAVE TO CRY."



"I'M KIND OF HAPPY CLIMBING TO THE TOP
SLOWLY AND I LIKE IT WHEN PEOPLE DON'T
KNOW THAT MUCH ABOUT ME."



BLACK CHIFFON DRESS WITH

BEADED BODICE BY JUN

ESCARIO, SHOES BY PR1MERA.
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maggie Wilson could do away with
titles. Or any adornment that comes
with such things, for that matter. A
crown, a sash — they seem a bit much

or maybe a bit too little for someone whose stare summons
and whose stance is nothing short of monumental. But con-
sidering the gorgeousness and gravitas exuded while simply
standing next to a retail store’s entrance, alas, the titles can’t
seem to do without Maggie. 

“What’s new?” Maggie says, a mock-groan of frustration
flimsily masking her thrill in assuming a role not too far from
her reality, as Babaing Linta on the revamped girl-saves-world
TV series Darna, the Filipino counterpart to DC Comics’
heavy-hitting heroine, Wonder Woman. “Linta means leech,
so yeah, basically it’s translated as ‘leech woman’ and, yes,
I’m a bitch. I’m the leader of the super villains,” the British-
Filipina says of the blood-ravenous rival to the title character
Darna, the most iconic local female role since its inception in
the ‘50s. “It’s always fun to play the antagonist. I always say
‘bad girls have more fun’ and at least I don’t have to cry, let’s
put it that way. But yeah, what’s new?”

Today, however, it’s all about the frill factor for Maggie.
There will be the one-minute spiels for QTV’s Fit & Fab, the
health and wellness magazine show that has her and fellow
MTV alum Kat Alano serving up sass-ridden yin ‘n’ yang for
females; an R&R bonanza that covers everything from “Epicure-
an living” to this afternoon’s shoot at Topshop for rainy season
wet-wear. It’s proper lifestyle limbo for Maggie, 20, her current
inclination being to soak up whatever she can. “It’s always
important for me to learn a little something about everything,”
she says of what the past year has granted her; the free reign to
put her adoration for take-no-prisoners chef Gordon Ramsay
into her show’s culinary segments, or to join a bout of celebrity
charity poker and place 4th. Not bad for someone who’d only
learned the game the night before the tournament.

All of this is a far cry from her experience at Miss World
two years ago. At the annual Binibining Pilipinas pageant,
where three national beauty-and-brains representatives are
chosen to be primped and prepped for the Miss Universe, Miss
International and Miss World competitions, she was bound by
her Miss Philippines-World sash. Still, the then 17-year-old
Maggie was never too keen on stepping upon the world-watched
stage at Sanya, China. A queen commands respect, of course,
and even during Binibining Pilipinas, the imposing Ms. Wilson
was never one to just grin, bare it, stand around in heels all
day and be dragged out of bed early the following morning.
To whichever “maltreatment” arose during the competition,
Maggie played avenger, earning her the special sobriquet of
“Bitch from Hell” from co-candidates.

Not placing in Miss World didn’t matter. For Maggie, it was

simply about giving the international crowd a requisite wave or
two and then waving the whole thing off as soon as possible,
getting all of its pomp and circumstance out of her system. “I did
it for my parents and my manager,” she declares in almost knee-
jerk fashion. “I admit I really hated it. I felt like it was so out of
character for me to do. But a good thing came out of it also for
me. I mean, as much as I hated it, good things followed and I
can’t complain.” 

Tainted as the pageant is today, with its default Vaseline
smiles and beauty caked with makeup and embellished with
boob jobs, an MTV VJ stint waiting for Maggie back home was
a much greater horizon for such a firecracker personality.
Indeed, someone who, amidst the rock shows and big-venue
concert scene, she was a spectacle herself. Someone who could
exercise her right to party as well as her sense of keeping it
real, gripping the mic a little harder and keeping the rock stars
in line in the process.

Such truth and daring is sobering in an industry full of star-
lets who’ve compromised their good sense for a minute or two of
gossip-grimy publicity. It’s an indication that, even if she doesn’t
play Darna, the plum role granted to the actress au courant
who’s already got enough expressway billboards to her name
(this time around, it’s sultry soap opera pinup Marian Rivera),
Maggie’s dandy just coasting the fine line between always on-
guard superstar and possessor of her own public image. 

The tattoos are marks of this self-rule. Two carps on opposite
ends of her abdomen (she’s Piscean), a Celtic cross on her nape,
the star on her ankle, a heart on her wrist, and the Arabic ren-
dering of her name that runs down the right side of her torso —
they’re vivid reminders that even with the suffocating nature of
her industry, she’s still in control. These days, however, that’s
become slightly more challenging. 

Even with her insouciance towards the rules of showbiz, its
cards have always been in her favor. She’s accumulated a series
of minor action-fantasy roles, and at six a.m. tomorrow, she
begins an intensive eight-month taping for Darna. It’s a career
milestone that glints with so much possibility for Maggie — even
if what follows is entirely up to her, not the manager and “stage
dad” who’d convinced her to join Binibini, not a mother who’d
urged the opposite for the perpetual honor student, not even the
draw of big-name fame itself. 

“I’m kind of happy climbing to the top slowly and I like it
when people don’t know much about me. I don’t feel the need to
please anybody. I’ve been doing acting, modeling, hosting — the
whole deal — for the past five years, full-time. I’m 20… I started
when I was 15.” A wistful sigh surfaces before she sips what
remains of her orange soda. “I still wanna travel, I wanna go to
Europe. I don’t wanna be stuck anywhere.” 

Of course, knowing Wilson, it’s highly likely she’ll get
her way. �
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GOLD BEADED DRESS WITH PLEATED

SKIRT BY JUN ESCARIO, ACCESSORIES

FROM HOUSE OF LAUREL.
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l ast year Brillante Mendoza’s Serbis was the first Fil-
ipino feature-length film to compete in Cannes in over
two decades. This year’s Kinatay brought him the Best

Director award amidst critiques that either hailed it as
“genius” or “impossible to digest”.

Mendoza, who comes from the advertising industry, got
into movies almost by accident; a friend handed him a script
and asked him to direct it.
Not hugely knowledge-
able about film history,
Brillante knew that he
liked Italian Neo-Realism,
a genre that expressed
the harsh social realities
of post war Europe that he
also saw echoed in the
Philippines.

“It’s a country where
there is huge poverty,” he
says, “and what you see in
films or TV usually only
represents the elite.”

His first film, The
Masseur, was awarded the
Golden Leopard in
Locarno, and Mendoza
found himself hooked on
cinema. Serbis took on
many of the Philippines’
cherished institutions: the
white haired matriarch of
a family, who supports her
good-for-nothing male rela-
tives through a movie theatre catering to homosexuals and
male prostitutes, rails against a judge who doesn’t allow her
to divorce her husband for infidelity in a room replete with
statues of Catholic saints.

While Serbis did not avoid graphic sex scenes, Kinatay
(literally “Slaughter”) steeps the audience in a world of
unbearable ugliness and violence.

The film starts in bright day, when the protagonist, Peping
(Coco Martin) meets the mother of his child, Cecille (Mercedes
Cabral) at a justice of the peace to marry her. There is a lot of
laughter among them as Peping, his friends and family wan-
der through the streets, then climb in a car to go to a restau-
rant where they celebrate the union.

As soon as night falls, however, there is a different car ride
in store for Peping. A member of the police academy, he dabbles
in a little corruption with one of his friends, taking money
from stand owners in the street. But when delivering the
money to Sergeant and The Chief he finds himself embroiled

in the kidnapping of a prostitute, Madonna (Maria Isabel Lopez).
It’s not difficult to see why Mendoza took Best Director

honors. We are in the van with Peping as he watches with hor-
ror the corrupt policemen stepping on the face and body of a
battered Madonna. The car ride is long and Mendoza is not
afraid of the dark: it’s difficult at times to make out the actors.
The anxiety grows in us and in Peping as the other policemen

smoke and make jokes.
Character and audience
know that something very
bad is about to happen.

We are also in the
house where the prostitute
is taken, raped, humiliated
and then chopped into
pieces, while Peping won-
ders, in a cold sweat,
whether he should try and
save her, or whether it’s
too late both for her and for
his conscience.

The film ends during a
grey dawn, in a taxi with a
flat tire that leaves Peping
as stranded physically as
he is morally.

Mendoza claims not to
be politically motivated.
He is simply inspired by
what surrounds him, the
grittiness of the streets or
the headlines of the
tabloids that delight in

crimes such as the grisly murder of a prostitute.
He doesn’t mind that it’s as hard to watch as it is to look

away. But that makes his films practically impossible to dis-
tribute in the Philippines, where Hollywood blockbusters
dominate the screen with a much more accepted brand of vio-
lence, and where local films must be handed lock, stock and
barrel to distributors if they want to find any venues.

“At first I was sad about the distribution situation,” says
Mendoza, “but then I realized it was better. Now I can choose
my audience, and I prefer to show my films to students. They
may like it or not, but at least they have a different view of
cinema than the public that is being brainwashed by the
Hollywood film industry.”

Each film puts him in debt as he scrounges around for
money from friends and investors and accumulates bills from
post-production companies. But the interest and acclaim he has
obtained internationally spurs him on to tell new controversial
stories and perfect his craft. �

Brillante
in Cannes

THE COVETED BEST DIRECTOR AWARD
AT THE 2009 CANNES FESTIVAL

WENT TO THE PHILIPPINES’ BRILLANTE
MENDOZA. BUT HIS FILM KINATAY
MAY NEVER BE DISTRIBUTED IN HIS
HOME COUNTRY. HERE’S WHY.

TEXT: CARMEN MOURA PHOTO: MARCO VENDITTI
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ARCHITECT ED CALMA HAD AN EARLY
START IN THE U.S. WHERE HE
LEARNED ABOUT “LARGE SCALE
PROJECTS AND HOW TO RUN AN
OFFICE BY HAVING A DIALOGUE
BETWEEN RESEARCH AND ART.” BUT
WHILE THE BIG APPLE MARKED HIS
BEGINNINGS, HE CAME BACK TO THE
PHILIPPINES TO EXPLORE HIS
IMAGINATION.  

PORTRAITS: MARCO VENDITTI OTHER PHOTOS: LOR CALMA & PARTNERS 
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RIGHT: The Mind Museum in Fort Bonifacio, Manila, will follow 

a bio-mimicry concept covering over 6,000 square meters.

OPPOSITE: (TOP) The Philippine pavilion in the Zaragoza Expo 2008 

was awarded the gold medal by the organizing committee; 

(BOTTOM) The Agrarian Museum in Batangas is inspired by seeds

thrown on the ground and uses sustainable energy like solar power.

“The Philippines has often neglected real
architecture in favor of a speculative

construction industry,” says Ed Calma in a
ground floor office that faces a busy street of

Makati through large glass windows. 
“Luckily things have started to move in the

right direction in recent years.” 
A strong believer that architecture should be

influenced by other artistic forms in order 
to be truly innovative, Calma turns to

painting, sculpture and even music as
inspiration, although the unique forces 

of Filipino life and nature are what really
define his architectural style.

You’ve often been labeled as a minimalist. Do you recognize
yourself in this definition? 
Actually I like to keep myself flexible instead of being associated to a

specific style that can be defined as modern or minimalistic. My process

has always been to look at a new project with a fresh eye, if possible

without any preconception. I get inspired by the place, the people and all

the nuances of the projects in order to come out with an innovative

approach without having to look back and copy previous models of

architecture. I have built houses in the Philippines that responded to

our tropical environment, where the right position of windows in

relation to the atmospheric agents can actually replace air-

conditioning units. Some of these projects have been labeled as

“tropical modern” or minimalistic, but I think it is a simplification of a

much more elaborate process. 

Outside the Philippines your name is associated with
international Expos as you have designed the Philippine pavilions
in several of these events. How are you dealing with this
international recognition? 
The Philippine pavilions for the 2005 International Expo in Aichi, Japan,

and the 2008 Expo in Zaragoza, Spain, were awarded with gold medals

from the respective Expo committees. Prior to that I had designed the

Philippine pavilions in Hanover, Germany, in 2000 and our firm has been

commissioned with the design of the next Expo in Shanghai to be held in

2010. This last project is still under development and I cannot disclose

too much, as we are finalizing details with the Philippine Department of

Tourism. The main idea for the façade is based on a “lenticular” concept

where shifting panels will represent different images of Filipino life:

our landscape, people, products and so on. It is a complete wrap-

around photographic montage and from the distance it will look

almost like a liquid form instead of a conventional structure. The idea

is to draw the Expo visitors towards the pavilion with multiple versions

of the montage as they walk across or towards the façade. Again the

project is still under development and it may change slightly in the

final stages of production. 

What about future projects in the Philippines?
We are concentrating on a string of museums at the moment. In

Batangas, two hours away from Manila, we designed the Agrarian

Museum, which traces the history of agriculture in the Philippines. ��
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recognition, losing therefore their original design and purpose. Manila

Bay is a clear example of that. It was designed by Daniel Burnham, an

American architect and urban planner at the beginning of the century

but almost nothing is left of his original idea. 

How do you explain this lack of concern for the country’s archi-
tectural heritage?
I guess that previous administrations failed to understand that

architecture is what defines the essence of a city or a country: imagine

Italy without its buildings and monuments. At the end of the day, though,

lack of finance was the real problem. Too often the Philippines has

experienced economic downturns in its recent history and the

construction sector became the most obvious solution to jump start the

economy, while inevitably neglecting architectural style or conservation

in the process. Luckily, the tide has been changing in recent years. More

and more local companies are employing foreign architectural firms as

they develop new properties, while foreign investors are beginning to

perceive the Filipino market as a place with great potential. To see a

building like the Luneta Hotel for instance, one of the few remaining

French-inspired architectural structures in Manila, be rescued after 40

years of oblivion gives us hope for the future. �

The exhibition areas are like seeds thrown on the ground that blossom

there. The position of each pod responds to the terrain around it and the

whole museum is sustainable, equipped with solar power and green

roofs to reduce the heat of the building. Each pavilion is around 500

square meters and they are all linked by a sculptural steel canopy. A

bigger project, though, is the Mind Museum in Fort Bonifacio, Manila.

Starting off with a budget of 1 billion pesos, the whole construction will

cover 6,000 square meters and our firm will design the building and the

exhibition, as well as the interior. The museum has been conceived

following a bio-mimicry concept, a design discipline that studies nature's

best ideas and then imitates them. For this particular project we were

inspired by how cells grow according to the environment that surrounds

them. That’s how we based our form. We started from the interior and

grew inside out to conceive the exterior form. We studied how the

shadows of the adjacent buildings will hit the museum, or how the sun,

the wind and the rain will affect the perception of the whole structure.

We expect this museum to be a terminal link to an already busy area. A

multitude of people will enjoy this institution, not only for its content, but

also for its architectural value. 

Filipino architecture is not as clearly identifiable as that of other
countries in the region: I am thinking of Indonesia, Thailand or
Malaysia, for example. How do you explain that?
You might argue that the Philippines lacks a coherent architectural style,

but unfortunately most of our historical landmarks from both the Spanish

and American period were lost during the last century. Take Manila for

instance: 80 percent of Intramuros with its unique Spanish architecture

developed in the tropics was razed to the ground during the final battles

of WWII, while the rest of the city’s landmarks were systematically

dismantled during the following decades — especially during Marcos’

regime, which had little regard for conservation. The sad thing is that the

Philippines used to be at the forefront of the architectural world, at least

in Southeast Asia. A building like Philam Life in Manila for instance,

inspired by Scandinavian architecture with added local flair, was a case

study even for international architects as it already responded to

environmental concerns, which is something that became popular only a

few years ago. Not only have single buildings been neglected over they

years, but entire stretches of the city have been modified beyond

ABOVE: Belonging to a well-known photographer, Manalac Residence was built

in Calatagan, Batangas; RIGHT: Restaurant 12, formerly in Greenbelt, Makati.

OPPOSITE: Calma’s own residence, Slice House, in San Lorenzo Village, Manila.

��
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ASPIRATIONAL: THE CCP WAS CREATED
TO ENCOURAGE HIGH ART, BUT MORE
AND MORE FILIPINOS ARE FINDING
SOMETHING IN IT FOR THEM.
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CELEBRATING ITS 40TH ANNIVERSARY, 
THE CULTURAL CENTER OF THE PHILIPPINES IS MORE DARING,

IMAGINATIVE AND DEMOCRATIC THAN IT WAS WHEN IT BEGAN.
TINA ARCEO-DUMLAO TAKES A LOOK AT ITS HISTORY.

is for culture
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ABOVE LEFT: The newly finished

CCP 40 years ago; 

ABOVE RIGHT: On September 8,

1969, the inauguration gala

took off with Ronald Reagan,

then Governor of California, as

the guest of President Marcos

and First Lady Imelda; 

RIGHT: The CCP prides itself in

promoting Filipino culture, 

but also in bringing

international expressions of

art to its theaters such as

Taiwan’s Cloud Gate, which

performed in August 2008.

progressive young creators and the Virgin Labfest Theater Fes-
tival that gives new and talented playwrights a chance to pre-
mier their works — makes it clear that the future of the beloved
institution is in enthusiastic hands.

With these welcome developments, the CCP is finally start-
ing to shake off the elitist image earned in its early years when
it was dominated by high-brow and grandiose music, dance and
theater events that were exclusively for the well-connected — or
the well-heeled, such as Imelda Marcos.

It was in fact the former First Lady who had the determina-
tion to create the CCP with the aim of elevating the arts and
culture scene in the Philippines and make it as vibrant and
noteworthy as that of other countries.

Her vision was translated into reality by the late National
Artist for Architecture Leandro Locsin, who was asked to build
an edifice worthy of housing the heart and soul of Filipino art.
His design for the CCP building was inspired by waves rising

it’s said that 40 is the new 20, an adage proven by wit-
nessing the renewed vim and vigor of the Cultural Cen-
ter of the Philippines (CCP), the leading light of the arts

and cultural scene in the country.
Over the past five years, jean-clad teenagers sporting jagged

hairstyles and young film aficionados have been roaming the
hallways of the CCP building on Roxas Blvd., excited to catch
one of the short films, documentaries or full-length features
that make up the Cinemalaya Independent Film Festival.

The nine-day screening in July this year was marked by
sold-out venues and jam-packed screenings attracting close to
40,000 enthusiasts, a big jump from last year’s 29,000. Next
year promises to bring in even more young minds into the
grand lobby dominated by the mural of H.R. Ocampo. 

Such growing enthusiasm for Cinemalaya and the CCP’s
other art events — such as the Wi-Fi Body Independent Contem-
porary Dance Festival, the Thirteen Artist Awards conferred to ��
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modern Filipino sculpture, painting and prints. It also has a
library devoted to film, music, dance and literature. 

The unfortunate and somewhat popular feeling that art is
only for the rich is something the CCP is striving hard to
address through grassroots development programs, collabo-
ration with arts councils all over the Philippines and the inclu-
sion of more folk and indigenous culture into its play list. The
idea is that by exposing more Filipinos to new forms of art,
such as independent film and dance, they will find it easier to
like the more traditional art forms such as ballet, classical
music, painting and sculpture, thus broadening their hori-
zons and taking a renewed pride in their identity.

The year long 40th anniversary celebration, which was off to
a grand start with a star-studded gala last March, will feature
performances and events with titles such as Excellence of Fil-
ipino Artists; Brave New Works: Original Filipino Creations and
Cultural Empowerment; Flourishing of the Arts in the Regions —
all in keeping with the thrust to sustain what is good and unique
about the CCP while broadening its reach among Filipinos. 

It is the dream of Nestor Jardin, the former dancer who
stepped down as CCP president on July 26, that there will
come a day when Filipinos will consider going to the CCP as
much a part of their lifestyle as going to the mall or sharing
dinner with friends. �
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out of the sea and it is still studied in architecture classes. The
center’s ideals are embodied in its logo — from the indigenous
Filipino Alibata writing system — representing katotohanan
(truth), kagandahan (beauty) and kabutihan (goodness).

The CCP opened its doors to Filipino culturati on Sep-
tember 8, 1969, and started a three-month long inaugural
festival with the epic musical, Dularawan. Since its extrava-
gant beginning, the CCP lays claim to discovering the best
and the brightest in dance, music and theater, as well as
bringing new art forms to the fore. To be able to perform at
one of the CCP’s four theaters has become the goal of any
local artist worth his salt.

There are four resident dance companies: Ballet Philip-
pines, the Philippine Ballet Theater, the Ramon Obusan
Folkloric Group and the Bayanihan Philippine National Folk
Dance Company. Tanghalang Pilipino is the resident the-
ater company while the Philippine Philharmonic Orchestra,
the University of Santo Tomas (UST) Symphony Orchestra,
the Philippine Madrigal Singers and the National Music
Competitions for Young Artists Foundation represent some
of the best in music.

The CCP houses the largest museum of contemporary arts
in the Philippines where visitors may view exhibits ranging
from traditional musical instruments to over 500 pieces of

BELOW: Cinemalaya jury members and 2008 winners Rommel “Milo”

Tolentino for Andong (Short Feature Film) and Francis Xavier E. Pasion

for Jay (Full-Length Feature Film). NEXT PAGE: Earth Day April 2009 with

the work E-Tree of Life/E-Tree of Knowledge, made of used compact

discs by the University of the Philippines Fine Arts Students.

��

BEING EXPOSED TO NEW FORMS 
OF ART, SUCH AS INDEPENDENT FILM
AND DANCE, WILL BROADEN MANY
FILIPINOS’ HORIZONS AND ALLOW
THEM TO TAKE A RENEWED PRIDE 
IN THEIR IDENTITY.
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HAVING SUCCESSFULLY PUT TOGETHER THE FIRST FILIPINO TEAM 
TO CLIMB MT. EVEREST, ART VALDEZ BELIEVES ADVENTURE CAN BRING 

A SENSE OF PRIDE AND ACHIEVEMENT TO HIS COUNTRYMEN. 
HE IS NOW EMBARKING ON A VOYAGE THAT WILL RECAPTURE 
THE DAYS WHEN THE PHILIPPINES WAS A SEAFARING NATION.

Bound for
Adventure

TEXT: MARCO VENDITTI WITH REPORTING FROM KRISTINA OMBAO PHOTOS: COURTESY OF ART VALDEZ

“Do you know that song: Who can I turn to when nobody needs
me?” asks Art Valdez, humming one of the greatest hits of the
‘50s made popular by Tony Bennett and The Supremes. “I feel
exactly like the character of the song as he begged, borrowed
and stole in search of his true love. I did basically all of that
(apart from stealing, of course) to achieve my dream of climb-
ing Mt. Everest and I am willing to do it all over again to cir-
cumnavigate Southeast Asia aboard a native boat which we
call balangay.”

Does it sound like an overambitious plan? Possibly, but
Valdez, a former Undersecretary of Transport and Communi-
cation, has specialized in turning impossible dreams into real-
ity. Judging by the growing number of followers he has in the
Philippines, many believe that he will do it all over again. 

“Time is not on our side and we’d all better follow our
dreams now,” he adds. In Valdez’s case, to rest under a tree
was not an option. He loves nature, but he’d rather take it
by storm. After 10 years of working for the government and
“coming back home at 10 pm on a lucky day,” he decided to

OPPOSITE: Art Valdez in the reconstructed balangay, which will sail around

Southeast Asia as his ancestors did.

THIS PAGE: Valdez during alpine training in Mt. Cook, New Zealand.

��
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Valdez is in fact openly critical about the Philippines’
modern history and he is not afraid to express it. “An average
of 3,500 Filipinos leave this country every day in search of
greener pastures abroad and I see this as a symbol of failure
as a nation,” he says.

For Valdez, the successful expedition to Mt. Everest sym-
bolizes what Filipinos can achieve if they have faith in them-
selves and work together. “I saw this country being at the fore-
front of Asia back in the 1960s and gradually losing its position
because of internal conflicts,” he says.

The Everest challenge provided moral as well as physical
achievement and now Valdez’s mind is fully committed to his
next mission, one that poses as many threats and challenges,
although of an entirely different nature.

“Our ancestors came from the southern coast of mainland
Asia and traveled onboard small wooden boats to cross the
South China Sea and populate what is today the Philippines.
Our new mission is to trace back our culture as a seafaring
nation,” he says. 

In order to do that, Valdez commissioned boat builders
from Southern Mindanao to reconstruct a 15-meter wooden
boat, patterned after the original balangay discovered on the
same island in 1970s. “There are only two groups of people in
the Philippines who can build a balangay that faithfully employ
the materials and craftsmanship used in the ancient times,”
says Valdez. These are the Ivatans of Batanes in the northern-
most part of the country and the Badjaos, the “sea gypsies” of
Mindanao in southern Philippines. 

Just as in the Mt. Everest expedition, Valdez has bigger
objectives than just tracing back the origin of his ancestors.
“We want to reconnect Filipinos to the seafaring culture
that was stolen from us. Do you know that the majority of
Filipinos don’t even know how to swim anymore? How can
you explain that considering that we inhabit an archipelago
and that our ancestors used the oceans as a natural high-
way?” he asks. “My mission is to anchor us to something
that we can be proud of.”

�� quit politics for the uncertainty of adventure and follow his
boyhood dream of planting the Philippine flag on the highest
peak in the world. He did just that, as his team reached the
summit of Mt. Everest on May 17, 2005. Two years after, he
went one step further as he cross-climbed the peak, bringing
the first ever Asian female mountaineers along. 

Coming from an archipelago with no snow, no icy moun-
tains and no alpine tradition, this was not a small achievement.
“When I recruited our female climbers for the second expedi-
tion, they had never seen snow or ice in their lives, except in
the refrigerator,” he remembers, laughing. 

Climbing Mt. Everest was more than just a personal chal-
lenge for Valdez. His real mission was providing an example of
determination to his own compatriots. “Filipinos have lost the
appetite for adventure as a result of years of colonization,” he
says. “For too long we learned only to think small, to barely
make it for the day, but great nations are built by people who
like to blaze a trail and keep having dreams.”

ABOVE: The base camp upon learning that the Filipino team reached

the summit of the Everest. 
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A crew that will include the original Philippine Team
Everest, six Badjao sailors, and representatives from the
Philippine Coast Guard and the Philippine Navy, will sail
around the archipelago for roughly one year. “We’ll start off
sometime in September when the northwest wind kicks in
facilitating southward navigation,” says Valdez pointing to a
map of the Philippines full of notes and comments. “We will
sail in harmony with nature, with the boat and with the peo-
ple,” he says. This means that they will take cues from the
stars, wind, cloud formations, wave patterns and even bird
migration, covering more than 70 ports along the way. 

“In every port and stopover, we intend to hold environmen-
tal awareness campaigns and educational outreach programs
for the youth,” he says. 

“We often forget how beautiful these islands are and how
lucky we are to live in such paradise,” he adds. “This trip will
be a chance for all of us to take a closer look at this astonishing
archipelago and the many different ways we have to preserve
it.” And if the weather turns bad? “We’ll stay put, we are not in
a race after all,” he answers. 

“People who don’t look at where they come from will never
reach their destination,” he concludes, paraphrasing José Rizal,
the country’s national hero and Valdez’s own.

Bon voyage. �

ABOVE: The balangay makes a trial run in the waters of Manila Bay; 

RIGHT: The interior of the boat, painstakingly reconstructed from drawings.
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ensconced like a green jewel in a lush 48-hectare coconut
plantation is where you will find one of the most sur-
prising health spas on a continent renowned for them.

The Farm at San Benito is an easy two-hour car ride from
Manila. It is the creation of German businessman Eckhard
Rempe; when he and his Filipino wife visited the region, he had
a vision of manicured lawns leading to alluring pools, lakes and
quiet pavilions.

With friends enjoying the peace and beauty of a Master Villa
he originally built for himself, the concept of a health spa soon
followed. Nowadays the award-winning resort has a variety of
suites and villas for paying guests, with the clear vocation to
“maximize human potential through optimal health.”

For people who would like to improve their well-being, get rid
of bad habits, or even lose weight, there are highly personalized
holistic mind and body programs to be followed that include a live
blood analysis and constant monitoring by in-house doctors, as

The Farm:
Good for the
soul, easy on
the eyes

well as a plethora of treatments such as a multiple-day fast
with vegetable juices and yoga.

Should colonic irrigation sound unappetizing, however, The
Farm can be enjoyed as a spa: massages and other body treat-
ments are available in pavilions that look out onto man-made
lakes and a gently rolling terrain, while the restaurant serves a
delicious and filling vegetarian menu and organic wines.

To be enjoyed are the many different perspectives and
corners that The Farm offers, along with the details that never
cease to charm: stone walls reminiscent of Java, lotus flow-
ers, carved statues, flower arrangements in ceramic pots,
orchards with home grown herbs and vegetables, pools of all
types and even a family of peacocks.

With beauty on display everywhere and a sustainable
healthy lifestyle to be acquired, going to The Farm may be one
of the best investments in yourself you’ll ever make.

For more information and reservations: www.thefarm.com.ph

HIGH LIVING
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OPPOSITE: The pool at the spa; The restaurant serves

vegetarian meals and snacks made with products grown

on the property.

THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT): The shower 

at the spa; The main bedroom at the Master Villa; 

Detail of a wall; Lush vegetation grows on the grounds

or is presented in pots; The Palmera Suite; 

A gigantic basin with lotus on the way to the reception; 

Flower arrangements are found in all pavilions.
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F or a while, we were in the dark about what could be done
after dark. There were always the clubs, of course, but
after one too many nights spent backed into the corner of

a booth, swilling the same bottle-service vodka and surveying
the same roiling, drunken mass on the dance floor, “club”
began to take on its other definition: the set schedule of week-
ly festivities where the people pour in at 10 p.m. and the
drinks don’t stop pouring ‘til about 3 a.m. Then you go home
and wake up with a few names connected to muddled faces
and a hangover that’ll ineffec-
tually remind you, yet again, of
the three-drink rule. 

The unofficial frustration
of Manila’s denizens of dark-
ness is that it’s always the
same ole’ grind in the night.
Even our national cocktail
monument, the Embassy
Superclub, with its enduring
influx of crowds (five years as
a hotspot are 20 in nightspot
years) has become a parody in
itself. If you’ve got foreign
friends visiting, a trip to
Embassy is almost state-sanctioned. Queue up outside to show
how important the joint is, slip into VIP to show how impor-
tant you are, and ply enough drinks in your guests for them to
enjoy regulatory strobe lights and the charts-enslaved DJ.
Nothing they won’t experience in any other urban sprawl. 

Call it a period of nocturnal existentialism that led to a
nightlife reformation of sorts. Soon, the questions coalesced
into a cloud of ‘is there nothing more out there?’ The news of
change began to be delivered earnestly between beer swigs.
“There’s this place where you can…” 

When “there’s this place where you can sing karaoke
backed by a live band” circulated, trickles of the curious soon
trod into Mag:Net at the neo-park-cum-lifestyle strip of Bonifa-
cio High Street. Karaoke’s evolution from just the constricting
four walls of a private room wherever the electric neon signage
of “KTV” beamed had been more than welcome. If singing was
the great Filipino equalizer — apart from San Miguel beer, that
is — Mondays at Rockeoke made you feel an Obaman “yes we
can”. Yes, you can walk in and pick a Beatles (or Britney, lover
of rock and roll that she is) song out of the list, clink drinks with
or get a light from another stage virgin waiting to take the per-
formance plunge, and finally get up and grab the mic. And as

you begin to screw the words up and the crowd raises glasses
and sing loudly along, you wonder why this form of liberation
couldn’t have existed sooner. 

A fever rush of weekly, sometimes bimonthly derivatives
soon followed: Pop-eoke (a female posse favorite if only for
all the drunken Madonna renditions), Broadway-oke (for the
gays), Metallica-oke (the meatheads), and Annie-are-oke (MJ
mourners). And while Mag:Net became the living room of
local nightlife, its Dancing with Flashlights event every

Tuesday night proved things
could get even homier with an
activity people might only do
alone in their bedrooms liken-
ing Mag:net to a real house
party that was simply open to
everybody. 

It has been quite the easing
into the indifferent night out
that we now embrace. “Come
ye, disenchanted insomniacs”
could very well be the draw of
our city’s after-hours. A boxing
match between midgets or
ladies may have you grabbing

a drink by the ropes at Ringside on the cheeky amusement park
that is P. Burgos; or, in the same area, appreciating anatomical
— and artful, mind you — body contortions during pole dancing
nights at Divino Club; or a romp of dirty dancing at Temple Bar
for its Thursday salsa nights — an open bar and instructor to
lubricate and limber you, respectively, if you’re a party of one. 

These days, while the people you’d normally spot hanging
over the VIP railing at Embassy are huddling around a mic at
Rockeoke, there’s been Quiz Night at 121, an environment not
unlike kicking back in someone’s decked-out attic. Both table
reservations and a brain soaked with useless trivia are recom-
mended, although the 47-peso beers and chicken kebabs are
enough to make the trip out of Makati’s skyscraper central.
Otherwise, join heads with a group of after-office, untucked-
shirttail types and try to recall all those Wikipedia entries you
Googled. But when the categories go from “Famous Places”
and “The Simpsons” to “Philippine Current Events”, you
might be inclined to throw in the towel and pay your bar bill.
What was the 8th tropical storm that hit the country called? No
idea. But if someone were to ask: “Where are we off to next?”
That, on Tuesday at midnight, you may have more than one
answer to. �

YOU CAN SUBMIT TO THE DICTATORIAL BEATS FROM CLUB SPEAKERS 
AT ANY OF MANILA’S ONE-NAME HOTSPOTS. 

BUT FOR THE DEEJAY-DED, THE PROMISE OF MORE CHOICE 
WOULD GET US TO LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE AGAIN. 

TEXT: PAOLO LORENZANA ILLUSTRATION: MATT MURPHY 

NIGHTS
OUT OF
THE BOX
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THE SECOND LARGEST
CITY IN THE PHILIPPINES IS
STARTING TO GIVE
MANILA A RUN FOR ITS
MONEY. CEBU CITY IS
ATTRACTING VISITORS
AND PERMANENT
RESIDENTS WITH ITS
UPSCALE HOTELS,
RESTAURANTS AND
STORES, WHILE NEVER
FORGETTING TO ADD A
DASH OF HISTORY AND A
TROPICAL BREEZE FROM
ITS SHORES.

CEBU CITY
URBAN

DELIGHTS

TEXT: TINA ARCEO-DUMBAO 

PHOTOS: MARCO VENDITTI (UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED)
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spanish conquistador Miguel Lopez de Legazpi must have
known he was on to something big when he and his
small band of explorers landed on the beaches of Sugbo

or Cebu in central Philippines after a long journey via Mexico.
Instead of being scared away by the fact that famed Portuguese
explorer Ferdinand Magellan met his tragic death here at the
hands of angry Mactan chieftain Lapu-Lapu, he was single-mind-
ed in his determination to establish a settlement. 

He did. And by doing so, Legazpi founded the oldest city of
the Philippines. He would be happy to note that he was not
wrong in believing in Cebu’s potential, for the city that he
founded in 1571 has become the second most important trade
and commerce center of the country after Metro Manila, domi-
nating the shipping and the export industries.

Cebu City, with direct flights to Hong Kong, Singapore,
Japan, China, Qatar, South Korea, Palau, Malaysia and Taiwan, is
also getting more than its fair share of foreign tourists who real-
ize to their pleasure that there is more to the Queen City of the
South than its sandy beaches, colorful dive spots, and the over
400-year-old miraculous image of the Santo Niño or Child Jesus. 

For one thing, there’s the food. Tradition dictates that a visi-
tor must try eating al fresco at the Sutukil in the neighboring
island of Mactan, past the Lapu-Lapu Shrine marking the battle
that cost Magellan his life. Here, visitors point to their desired
fare of fresh or live seafood from all over the province and from
other marine sources in Negros and Bohol provinces, some of
which are still quivering or jumping from their trays. These sea
creatures are then grilled (sugba), cooked in a special broth and
flavored with herbs and spices (tula) or kept raw and merely sea-
soned with vinegar and a hint of coconut cream (kilaw) by the
restaurants’ many cooks, thus earning the Sukutil its name.

Those looking for more contemporary modern cuisine will
not be disappointed either, as the local culinary scene is rising
to a whole new level of taste and sophistication with the entry
of new upscale restaurants, some owned and managed by
foreign chefs who now call Cebu their home.

One of these is the Anzani Mediterranean restaurant in the
Lahug district of Cebu City owned by chef Marco Anzani, who
previously opened restaurants for the Shangri-La luxury hotel
group including Paparazzi in Edsa Shangri-La in Manila. ��

LEFT: The Basilica del Santo Niño is one of the

most important landmarks of Cebu City; 

BELOW: The city seen from the island of Mactan.
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THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT): The Sukutil market, where fresh

seafood is chosen and cooked; The Taoist temple; A detail of the

Laguna Garden Café at the Terraces and (insert) its fruit bar; The pool

at the Mactan Shangri-La has a stunning view of the ocean; Cebu

offers many shopping opportunities; The Philippine hilot massage.
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Anzani has since relocated to Cebu and is now serving the
same type of five-star cuisine to locals and tourists who are
only too happy to sink their teeth into some good steak and
Italian dishes.

Other food destinations dot the Cebu City landscape —
Tinderbox for its wide range of vintage wine, Le Tegola for
its enviable view of the twinkling city lights and the newly-
opened Z Bar Cebu that combines the architecture of Ed
Calma and the unique furniture pieces of renowned designer
Kenneth Cobonpue.

If you can’t make up your mind and are looking more choic-
es without traveling far, then head for the Terraces, the latest
addition to the Ayala Center that sets the highest standards for
retail development in Cebu City. It also houses restaurants of
all price ranges and persuasions. At Laguna Garden Café you
can taste authentic Filipino dishes without frills. ��

��

THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT): The Terraces at the Ayala Center; one of the

participants of the Sinulog festival, celebrated in Cebu on the third Sunday of January

in honor of the Santo Niño; The Z Bar, a collaboration between architect Ed Calma

and furniture designer Kenneth Cobonpue; lighting candles at the Basilica.

© Ed Calma
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If you have been at the Boracay Beach Resort and wondered

who made that lovely furniture that felt so comfortable after a

long day at the beach and a night in one of the island’s many

hang-outs, the answer is Coast Pacific. A Cebu-based

manufacturer and exporter of indoor and outdoor furniture,

Coast Pacific was established in 1993, concentrating on

rattan and other wicker furniture. “Our company has a

tradition of using all kinds of local fibers like abaca, sea grass

or banana fiber,” explains Christina Lo, the company’s

general manager “although we now use materials from all the

surrounding islands.” 

Boasting the nation’s busiest port and the second-

busiest airport, Cebu is in fact a hub around which the

Visayan Islands revolve, receiving many of the country’s

natural products and raw materials. “Furniture is just one of

the industries taking advantage of this ideal position,” says

Philip Lo, grandson of the company’s founder and pioneer of

wicker furniture in Manila back in 1957. 

Lo enlisted designer Marco Corti, of the Milanese house

kemistry of style, to give Coast Pacific furniture its clean lines

while retaining maximum comfort and ergonomic shapes.

While indoor furniture remains the company’s core

production, Coast Pacific ventured outdoors in 2003 and

now offers a one-stop-shop to wholesalers, contract firms as

well as retailers for the domestic and international market. 

“Outdoor furniture is a young industry, not more than

seven years old in the Philippines, but we strongly believe in

its potential for growth,” explains Christina Lo. 

It seems the bet is paying off, as Coast Pacific is

being found at more and more upscale homes and

resorts in the country and beyond.

COAST PACIFIC 
WHEN DESIGN AND 

COMFORT GO TOGETHER

The local manufacturing industry is known for its inven-
tiveness. Shopping includes not only the famed guitars made
on the island which tourists love to buy, but also jewelry by
Avatar made from materials such as coconut or other natural
fibers, and outdoor furniture by international designers Dedon
and Coast Pacific (see box).

For those looking to see more than Magellan’s Cross and
the Basilica Minore del Santo Niño, consider delving deep into
the remnants of Spain’s long stay in the Philippines. The beau-
tifully restored Casa Gorordo in the Parian district in down-
town Cebu City would be a good place to start. Its architecture
and furniture carved out of molave and mahogany show visi-
tors how life was for the elite during the Spanish era. Then
there is Colon Street, the oldest street in the country dating
from the 16th century and Fort San Pedro, the smallest and
oldest fortress in the Philippines, built in 1565.

All that gastronomic exercise and cultural appreciation can
be tiring. Fortunately, there are more than enough places in
and around Cebu City to soothe the weary. The most popular
options are Mogambo Springs of Plantation Bay Resort and the
Chi Spa of Mactan Shangri-La, both on the small island of
Mactan where most of the five-star resort hotels are found.
Shagri-La’s Mactan is surrounded by lush landscape and has
breathtaking views — it is the hotel of reference for the island.
If you are not going to be a guest though, try at least the hilot —
a unique Filipino massage using coconut oil and banana leaves
guaranteed to smooth out tired and knotted muscles. 

The list of things to do, savor and buy never ends. It is
impossible to get the full experience in a day or two, which
explains why Cebu remains the top destination of foreign vis-
itors to the Philippines with numbers growing by 5-10 percent
a year. Cebu is cool, hip and suits a plethora of desires with-
out the fuss of too-large a metropolis. The glorious weather,
the no-nonsense attitude of its citizens, the beach, dive spots
and the mountains just minutes away from the city center
make it easy to understand all there is to like about Cebu, a
true Queen worthy of her majesty. �

��
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Gaming Stylein
Here is the news: high rollers have another

destination in the Philippines besides

PAGCOR’s main branches in Manila and

that is Cebu City. Located in the castle-like

Waterfront Hotel and smack in the middle

of the city’s central district, PAGCOR Cebu

opens 24/7 and has a memorable 19th

century-inspired ambiance. “Moving from

one table to another feels like going for a

stroll in a Spanish plaza,” says Danilo

Cuneta, the branch general manager. “In a

way I’m like the mayor up here,” he con-

tinues with a laugh as he leans over one of

the upper floor balconies. PAGCOR Cebu

offers 62 gaming tables and 780 slot

machines distributed among one of the

largest areas for gaming in the Philippines.

But if style is a definite characteristic of

PAGCOR Cebu, its location is what really

marks the difference. A short taxi ride from

Mactan international airport, which has

direct flights from Tokyo, Singapore and

Hong Kong, among others, PAGCOR Cebu

is also within walking distance of the city’s

central district, where a growing offer of

night life and entertainment is to be found. 

Usually players opt to stay put and

PAGCOR Cebu makes the most of its syner-

gy with the Waterfront Hotel and its interna-

tional-style dining and entertainment cen-

ters which include La Gondola, an Italian

restaurant with a chef from Sicily and a

sous chef from Sardinia who definitely know

how to serve up favorite seafood dishes.

PAGCOR Cebu won the best customer

service award within the corporation several

times. The management is an example of

southern hospitality, marked by no excess

frills and down-to-earth efficiency.

“I was born and raised in Manila,” says

Cuneta, who boasts 23 years of service in

PAGCOR, “but Cebu City is turning into the

second engine of the Philippines’ economy

and is the secret of the success of this

branch as well.” �

© Marco Venditti



DIFFERENT ETHNIC
GROUPS FROM
BONTOC TO
COTABATO EXIST SIDE
BY SIDE WITH THE
MODERN
COMMUNITIES OF 
THE GREAT CITIES. 
GEORGE TAPAN HAS
BEEN RECORDING 
THE MANY FEMININE
FACES OF THESE
GROUPS FOR THREE
DECADES, WHICH HE
UNCOVERED IN AN
EXHIBITION IN MAY
2009. DRESSED FOR 
A FESTIVAL OR FOR
MARKET DAY, OR
WEARING EVERYDAY
ATTIRES, THEY FACE THE
CAMERA WITH GRACE
AND SERENITY.

T’boli woman on Lake Sebu, South Cotabato.

Indigenous
Women

TRAVEL
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THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE): Ivatan woman poses in front of one of their famous stone houses

in Batanes; B'laan woman of Sarangani and her instrument. Neighbors of the T’boli, the B’laan are

famous for their colorful native costumes and the heavy belts adorned with tiny bells that ring

when they move; Bl’aan woman of South Cotabato; A member of the Yakan group, whose religion

is Islam and who reside mainly in Basilan. Traditionally, the Yakan have used plants like pineapple

and abaca for weaving and herbal extracts as dyes. Every piece of fabric can be described as

unique. OPPOSITE: Maranao woman of Marawi in the province of Lanao del Sur. 
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PREVIOUS PAGE: Mandayan girl from Davao Oriental. 

THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT): The T'boli, dwellers of Lake Sebu, have a musical

heritage consisting of various types of instruments including the lute-like hegelung;

B’laan woman; Bontoc sifting the wheat in the Cordillera or Mountain Province.
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THIS PAGE: (ABOVE) Bontoc

family; (BELOW) Women going

to a festival in Lanao. 

OPPOSITE: An elderly Bontoc

woman exhibiting the

characteristic tattoos called

pong’o. Formerly, women

would wear tattoos only on

their arms, while men would

also tattoo their chests.
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EastOfEden
TRAVEL
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ON THE 90-HECTARE
PRIVATE ISLAND 
OF PAMALICAN,
PALAWAN,
AMANRESORTS HAS
BUILT A DREAMLIKE
WORLD WHERE WE
DON’T MIND BEING
“LOST”. FROM SLEEK
ARCHITECTURE
INSPIRED BY
TRADITIONAL
DESIGNS TO WORLD-
CLASS SERVICE,
AMANPULO, OR
“PEACEFUL ISLAND,” 
IS A PLACE THAT IS
EASY TO GET USED
TO, AND DIFFICULT 
TO LEAVE.

TEXT: CARMEN MOURA 

PHOTOS: AMANRESORTS (unless otherwise indicated)
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The experience starts with us sipping chilled white wine in a
wood-paneled VIP room at a small airport in Manila. We are
bound for Amanpulo, the Aman resort located on the private
island of Pamalican, Philippines 

Soon enough, after a painless check-in, we are airborne.
After about an hour’s flight, the stunning archipelago of
Palawan, with its craggy rocks jutting out, comes into view. A
little while longer and we are approaching Pamalican, a 90-
hectare island surrounded by seven square kilometers of coral
reef and a ring of dazzling powdery beaches.

Our welcome drink and check-in are at the Clubhouse, where
we are given keys to our own golf carts to explore the island at
our convenience, though bicycles are also available for the
guests. Amanpulo means ‘peaceful island,’ but I won’t deny the
golf carts are fun; they also don’t seem to disturb the silence.

We are taken to our hillside casita, a stunning construction
with large windows looking out onto the sea. The bathrooms
are spacious with raised Cebu marble bathtubs and twin vani-
ties. There are 40 beach, hillside and treetop casitas on the
island; all of them modeled after authentic bahay kubo
dwellings by renowned Filipino architect Francisco Mañosa.
Each casita enjoys a sprawling wooden sun deck.

Hard as it is to leave such inviting accommodations, our first

stop is the Beach Club, an open-air pavilion with mattresses and
pillows spread out across a deck where breakfast, lunch, and
dinner are served. This is the perfect spot to start our adventure,
after securing our lounge chairs and umbrellas right in front of
the club. A quick visit to the dive shop next door and we have
our masks and fins to board the boat that will take us a hundred
meters offshore for fish feeding and snorkeling.

The water is refreshing without being too cold: one thing
you’ll learn quickly in Amanpulo is that the elements always
seem to be on your side. Underwater, the coral reef gives the
feeling of a small city that must have been the inspiration for
Finding Nemo. A large sleepy turtle is awoken by our arrival and
makes its dignified exit into the deep water. A lone batfish,
breaking away from its school, follows us quite a long way and
seems to be observing us back with its large sweet eyes.

Back at our chairs on the beach, we revive with a little
spray of cold Evian from a can (we never seem to catch the
staff replenishing our water or parking our golf carts) and it’s
time for drinks and lunch. Fresh seafood and Spanish
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omelettes provide us a healthy but hearty fare. Then, to follow
the Iberian theme, why not have a siesta on the hammocks
underneath the palm trees? 

For those who seek a less languid agenda, there is tennis, a
high-tech air-conditioned gym and the resort’s 30-meter pool for
laps. We opt for a ride to see Amanpulo’s organic orchards where
fresh vegetables and herbs are grown for the different in-house
restaurants, and to visit the villas on the other side of the island.

The private holiday villas are located just a few meters from
the sea and are available for rent or sale. They differ in size, but
each features a private swimming pool, separate bedrooms,
living and dining pavilions, outdoor lounge and a kitchen. They
also include a private chef and butler. Potential owners can
work with the architect to shape a home that suits their lifestyle
and will enjoy a beach frontage of no less than 40 meters.

The sunset is best observed from Gary’s Nest, where we
decide to have a grilled picnic dinner. We are serenaded by gui-
tar at the small sandy crook high up in the island, from where
we watch the sun drop like an orange over the horizon. 

Later on, the soft sand has turned cool by the perfect breeze.
We know that there is an astronomical refractor telescope at
the Clubhouse for star gazing, but we prefer to do it with naked
eyes back at the Beach Club with a bottle of wine and soft music
drifting from discreet speakers.

The following morning, after a delicious breakfast at The
Restaurant looking out onto Manamoc Island, there is more
diving and snorkeling and then we are ready for our massages
at the open-air Garden Sala. Lunch today will be a casual, bare-
foot affair at the Picnic Grove where a variety of pizzas are
cooked in a home-built wooden fire oven. We are invited to an
afternoon drink at Shigerino’s Place. There are steps to climb
(oh boy, are there steps), but they are worth it. A small pavilion
has been built here in the name of a frequent guest, and we sit
and sip our drinks as we watch the exotic birds in the trees and
the sea below from our vantage point. 

When the time comes to leave, we consider “going native”
and just running into the woods, but our imperfect life beckons
and we regretfully take our last golf cart ride to the Clubhouse
for checkout. The staff has gathered together to wave goodbye
to us, and as we take off we stare out the window of the plane
until Pamalican slowly disappears behind us. �

For reservations or inquiries about renting a villa at Amanpulo,
contact reservations@amanresorts.com
For inquiries about purchasing a villa at Amanpulo, 
contact villas@amanresorts.com

OPPOSITE (CLOCKWISE): A private picnic on a sand bank; The master bedroom at a

hillside casita; The Garden Sala, where outdoor massages for two may be booked.

THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE): The view of a private villa from inside and (next photo) the pool;

Sunset drinks at Shigerino’s Place; Preparing the lounge chairs for an evening at the

Beach Club; A romantic dinner on the beach.
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Marriages are made in heaven but weddings can be out of this world!
In the garden where we sat talking about other people, the matches

and mismatches that make life interesting (and yours and mine less
boring), I breathlessly recounted to Anita and Linda how the last big
wedding I went to had lasted all of seven hours, from four in the after-
noon to just before midnight.

“Oh, no,” said Anita’s 20-year-old daughter, “it didn’t end at 11. You
must have left the party early, because we stayed up to half-past one!”

All right, so the young people had their postprandial drinks in the
bar while we oldies headed for home. It had been a long day that
started with the religious ceremony in the afternoon under a huge
white tent set in a garden by the bay; proceeded outdoors to cocktails
as dusk gathered, diminishing the colors of leaves, grass and flowers;
went upstairs to the ballroom for the formal reception; and there joined
Bride Tiffany and Bridegroom Weslie, their parents and eight pairs of
godparents in celebrating the wedding of the year.

It wasn’t meant to be just another wedding. Aside from the toasts,
the anecdotes shared by friends of the couple, the music played by a
five-piece band, the lavish banquet and the masses of roses and other
flowers spreading their loveliness and their perfume under the chan-
deliers, guests also watched a video presentation of the newlyweds
chronicling their separate childhoods, when and where they met, and
how love was so obviously in the air, in their eyes and their body move-
ments, such that a midnight ending would have been unthinkable. The
couple seemed to agree, displaying not a sign of fatigue or impatience.

True enough, the best was yet to come, for just then the emcee
announced that Weslie was about to give Tiffany his wedding gift. Fire-
works exploded, bright lights flashed, and there in the middle of the ball-
room appeared a car, a vintage Mini Cooper dolled up in frosted hot pink
and wrapped with a gigantic gold ribbon. “For my wife,” beamed the
happy bridegroom, whose reward was a big hug and a kiss from the bride.

Not all weddings are like this, but the Philippines is one of the
wedding-est countries, if only because, so legend goes, our men are
amorous and our women passionate, because our island culture, the cui-
sine (an alluring diet of seafood said to behave like aphrodisiacs) and
the weather predispose us to romance, grand emotions and a lifestyle of
parties and good times in the sun and in the moonlight. For a wedding
that brings two clans together, there are no half-measures because the
neighbors are waiting to be invited and the whole world is watching.
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Peasants sell their carabaos for their daughters to be wed in style.
Mayors arrange a mass wedding of 30 or more middle-aged, live-in
couples on Valentine’s Day to show how they are “one with the people.”
The law compels affianced couples to attend a seminar in the city hall or
municipal council to prepare them for responsible family planning. (My
45-year-old friend, heiress to a large fortune, asked her mayor to exempt
her and her bridegroom, a divorced man with two teenaged children, “for
obvious reasons.”) Speaking of the law, every self-respecting bridegroom
must see to it that the beloved is escorted by at least two motorcycle cops
on her way to church in the bridal car, a precaution I have always thought
to be unnecessary, unless this is a shotgun wedding, or is he afraid a for-
mer — or current? — girlfriend is waiting in ambush to abort the wedding?

The wedding industry is blooming and booming, chalking up
revenues of 1 billion pesos (US$20 million) a year. Think of all the
gowns to be sewn, the cakes to be baked, the flowers to be cut and
arranged, the jewelry to be set, the shoes and accessories and give-
aways to be ordered, the video technicians to be hired, the food and
wine to be served, the venue to be rented and the wedding planners to
be paid. At the end of the day, who pays?

As the mother of two former brides, I can only speak for myself:
“If you’re taking my daughter away from me, I’m not about to pay
you a cent!”

Cultures and traditions vary, but in the Philippines, where nothing
is impossible, the mothers of the bride and the bridegroom manage to
have their way. They want multiple sets of godparents, also known as
“principal sponsors,” for their children in their desire to give their best
friends a role in a momentous family event. It is not unusual, nay it
seems to be the fashion, to provide the couple a minimum of 12 god-
parents, six godmothers and six godfathers, chosen for their luminary
standing in the community — a President or former President of the
country, senators, congresspersons, governors, mayors, a business
tycoon or two, and a celebrity-of-the-hour.

I have heard of runaway brides and stay-away bridegrooms, though
never witnessed their no-show, but you can bet your bottom dollar — or
something borrowed, something blue — that when such a rare event
happens in the land of fabulous, spectacular weddings, more people
will be talking about it and talking about it for months and years, longer
than they would remember the most elegant, most beautiful weddings
they ever attended. �

I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING
BY JULLIE Y. DAZA
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The future
began 
yesterday

PAGCOR’s history of giving can be traced a few decades back.Today, PAGCOR has not only built a name as one of

the major revenue sources of the government, it also stands out as its biggest donor.

PAGCOR’s help cuts across all classes and sectors of society, as it seeks to make a difference in the lives of

communities it serves. Orphans, sick people, the elderly, would-be entrepreneurs, victims of calamities and

athletes are just among the beneficiaries of PAGCOR’s all-encompassing reach.

In the coming years, PAGCOR will continue to carry out its mission tirelessly as it showcases the Philippines to 

the world as a tourism hotspot and helps make the country a better place to live in, for all generations of Filipinos.

www.pagcor.ph



AND ALL PAGCOR BRANCHES IN METRO MANILA

Tickets are available at

A DANCE CABARET
From the creators of Wanders comes another enchanting show which will capture 

the eyes and hearts of all ages.

For inquiries contact tel. nos. (632) 852-7758/54 • 851-7690 • 852-7752 • 852-7760
www.pagcor.ph

AT THE PAGCOR GRAND THEATER PARAÑAQUE CITY, METRO MANILA

Prepare  your se l f  f o r  t he  b i r t h  o f  somet h ing  beaut i fu l


